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Dear valued members,
The Saskatchewan Council for International Cooperation builds
momentum toward a just, equitable, and sustainable world by enhancing the
capacity of its members, educating and inspiring the public to take action, and
creating connections among those we serve.
This is not only our mission statement, but our raison d’être, passed to us from
you our members. With that in mind, we would like to bring your attention to
the amazing things you will find in this 2017-2018 annual report.
Over the past year, SCIC has continued enhancing the capacity of its
members through activities such as the Training for Strategic Creative Action
facilitated by the Beautiful Trouble team and celebration of our Global Citizen
Award Recipients which took place during International Development Week.
We remained dedicated to educating and inspiring the public to take
action; pre-service teachers took part in the Educators for Solidarity trip to El
Salvador, SCIC developed a new Education Module “Understanding Power and
Privilege through Anti-Oppression”, and workshops and Inter-Council Network
webinars were made available to our members and partners. We are ever
devoted to creating connections among those we serve, and this year
collaborated with partners on public events including Generating Momentum,
World Food Day, No Más II – Women from South Sudan and Saskatchewan on
Healing and Peace, and Reflections on Truth & Reconciliation: From Argentina to
Canada, just to name a few.
Of course, none of this would be possible without our valued members,
dedicated staff, wonderful volunteers, committed board of directors, and
appreciated funders. This year, we bid a sad farewell to Arlene Janzen who
retired this spring. Arlene served as SCIC’s dedicated and knowledgeable
Finance Officer and was with the organization for over 20 years. Thank you,
Arlene, we wish you a very happy retirement!
Looking forward as we flow into the final year of our five year grant with
Global Affairs Canada, SCIC has crafted a strategic plan that will take us into
the next few years of working in solidarity for justice, equity, and
sustainability in our communities, in our province, and around the world.
“By sharing, we stand prepared to build relationships and give
wings to humanity.”
-Kishore Bansal
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In Solidarity,
Jacqui Wasacase				

Rosemary McCallum

Executive Director				

SCIC President
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Angeline Chia (Treasurer)
Erin Wolfson
Jana Al-Sagheer
Jessica Wood
Katie Bergman
Leta Atkinson (Vice President)
Lindsay Robertson
Narayan Kshetri
Rosemary McCallum (President)
Susan Fowler-Kerry
Tamara Tucker (Secretary)
Thomas Gallet
John Parry (Member at Large)
Taya Triffo (Member at Large)

Staff

OUR Members

Jacqui Wasacase
Arlene Janzen
Denise MacDonald
Steffany Salloum
Robbi Humble

Organizational Members

Volunteers
Amanda Noubarian
Ashley Moran
Larry Fry
Lexie Obey
Lynn Taylor
Dr. Michael Cappello
Taya Triffo

ADRA Canada Blue Sky Cultural Connections Bonding Together for a Brighter Future:
Encounters and Dialogues with Cuernavaca Mexico Briarpatch Magazine Change for
Children Association CODE Cuso International Development and Peace Engineers
Without Borders - University of Regina Fair Trade Saskatoon Global Health
Committee – U of S College of Medicine Grandmothers 4 Grandmothers Regina
GreenRoots Sustainable Living Inc. HOPE International Development Agency Inter
Pares International Office, University of Saskatchewan KAIROS Regina MATCH
International Mennonite Central Committee Mozambique Building Fund NASHI National
Farmers Union Next Up Saskatchewan Presbyterian World Service & Development
Primate’s World Relief and Development Fund Regina Open Door Society
Saskatchewan Intercultural Association Saskatoon Peace Coalition SaskOutdoors Save
the Children Canada Treaty Six Justice Collective Uganda Canadian Association of
Saskatchewan Inc. UNICEF United Church of Canada United Nations Association in
Canada Saskatoon Branch UR International USC Canada World Renew WUSC

coalitio

peopl

Board of
Directors

Individual Members
Narayan Kshetri Anne Brander

Individual Donors
St. Thomas Wesley United Church • Angeline Chia • Anita D. Tessier •
Bergman Family • Lila Wagner • Anonymous • Anonymous • Anonymous

Partners & Sponsors
SCIC thanks the following organizations and groups that contributed funding, time, or
other in-kind support to our programs in 2017/18:

Global Citizenship Education Program
Canadian Partners:

Funders
SCIC gratefully acknowledges the major financial support of Global Affairs Canada

Primate’s World Relief and Development Fund (PWRDF) University of Regina Faculty
of Education Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation Centre for Global Citizenship
Education and Research, University of Alberta UR Pride Centre for Sexuality & Gender
Diversity Saskatchewan Urban Native Teacher Education Program (SUNTEP)

Salvadoran Partners:
Committee Against AIDS (CoCoSI) Centro Arte para la Paz Memoria Vivas y
Comuniatro & Memorias Vivas y Turismo Radio Victoria Abriendo Brecha Maná
Ojushte Centro Monseñor Romero Sueños de Madera Santa Marta School
ACOPRA “Las Lajas” de R.L. Equipo Maíz

SCIC is proud to be a Fair Trade Certified Workplace!
In June 2017, SCIC celebrated one year of being designated as a
fair trade workplace by Fairtrade Canada! Drop by for a meeting
or chat, and we’ll be sure to greet you with fair trade coffee, tea,
or snacks and of course information and materials for you to
learn more about the fair trade movement.
Learn more: fairtrade.ca
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All of our amazing host families, transportation support, caterers, and special presenters

Generating Momentum Camp
Regina Public Interest Research Group Saskatchewan Arts Board Community
Initiatives Fund Multicultural Council of Saskatchewan University of Regina
Women’s Centre SEIU-West University of Regina Students’ Union Saskatchewan
Federation of Labour CUPE Saskatchewan Canadian Labour Congress University of
Regina Women and Gender Studies Program SaskTel
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We want to live in a
Saskatchewan where our
citizens are engaged global
citizens, where equality,
peace, and justice are the
motivating principles pushing
Saskatchewan towards an
equitable societal shift.

SCIC helps Saskatchewan people act on their
desire to make the world a better place. We do
this by educating Saskatchewan people about
global issues like poverty, health, and human
rights, and encouraging individuals to take
meaningful action. Specifically, our objectives
are achieved in four ways:

Mission
The Saskatchewan Council
for International Cooperation
(SCIC) builds momentum
towards a just, equitable,
and sustainable world by
enhancing the capacity of
our members, educating
and inspiring the public to
take action, and creating
connections among those we
serve.

Building

Awareness

Building

Connections

Values
We are committed to the
recognition of the dignity of
all people and their right to
self-determination, to the
protection of the world’s
fragile environment, to the
equitable distribution of power,
and to the promotion of global
understanding, cooperation,
peace and justice through
mutual learning, partnership,
transparency and solidarity.

We work to connect people with the information, networks, and skills they need to
take meaningful actions, and to be great global citizens. Here’s how:

impac

Strategies

strategie

Vision

Awareness
43,777	PEOPLE REACHED through SCIC public engagement
initiatives
60	NEWS STORIES covered in local media
52	HOURS WATCHED of SCIC videos and documentaries

Connection
22,755	CITIZENS ENGAGED
during International Development Week
7,215 VISITS to SCIC’s web platforms
1,943	FOLLOWERS on SCIC social media channels
1	IMMERSIVE SOLIDARITY
experience facilitated with local and global partners

Capacity
52	CITIZENS TRAINED in rights-based campaigning
20	ADVOCATES TRAINED in effective public
engagement for global citizenship
7	PUBLIC EVENTS by members funded or supported

Building

5	MEMBERS MENTORED in engaging the public

Capacity

3	VIRTUAL TRAININGS held on effective sustainable
development

Momentum
1,736	EDUCATORS received resources from SCIC
and our members

Building

Momentum

196	TEACHING MODULES distributed
50	YOUTH LEADERS trained and supported
37	TEACHERS TRAINED in Global Citizenship Education
8	FUTURE TEACHERS equipped to teach Global
Citizenship Education
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Development fosters and
promotes the full realization
of human rights and
fundamental freedoms and moves
beyond the provision of basic needs
to self-determination, dignity, decent
work, equity and justice.

2

Development addresses
the root causes of global
inequality – not merely the
symptoms – and promotes social
justice through equitable distribution
of power, wealth and access to
resources.
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Development ensures
gender equality and
equity by enabling women
to participate as fully empowered
actors through access to education,
resources, and participation in
decision making and the democratic
political process.
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Development ensures
equitable participation
of Indigenous cultures
by promoting the right to selfdetermination, as well as economic,
social and cultural development in
accordance with the unique needs
and interests of Indigenous peoples.
Development strengthens Indigenous
institutions, cultures and traditions.
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Development promotes
environmental
sustainability and includes
urgent responses to climate crisis with
a focus on justice for present and
future generations.
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6

Development promotes
peaceful solutions to
conflict and commits to
people’s right to live with freedom,
security and peace.
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Development promotes
strategic, equitable
and sustainable
partnerships based on mutual
trust, respect, equal participation
and solidarity. Development ensures
respect for the diversity and plurality
of views of all stakeholders.
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Development supports
the empowerment
and democratic
participation of people regarding
the policies and development
initiatives that affect their lives, with
an emphasis on improving the lives of
the most vulnerable.

9

Development commits to
mutual learning through
the creation and sharing of
knowledge, especially the wisdom of
local and Indigenous communities.
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Development
incorporates
transparency and
reflection in its operations through
consultation, monitoring, evaluation
and accountability to beneficiaries,
partners, donors and governments.

Partners in Sustainable Development
In 2017, our network activities focused on connecting our members to important
current issues and campaigns, and exploring opportunities for increased
collaboration. This included webinars and online discussions on: Health Proposal
Writing for Global Affairs Canada; What’s New in Results-Based Management:
An Insider’s Perspective from Global Affairs Canada; and Integrating Gender
Equality into Proposals to Global Affairs Canada.

ooperatio

Principle

Statement of Development Principles

Building Relations: Local and Global Connections
SCIC’s Annual Gathering focused on supporting members to respond to our
changing local and global contexts. The gathering featured a pre-event keynote
from SCIC member Save the Children Canada on “Sharing Stories of Truth and
Reconciliation: From Argentina to Canada”, as well as case studies from the
Saskatoon Poverty Reduction Partnership on the collective impact model for
social change, and from the Committee for Future Generations on the challenges
in asserting Indigenous rights in the context of resource development, climate
change, and community development in Saskatchewan’s north.

Inter-Council Network
SCIC is a member of the Inter-Council Network (ICN), a coalition of eight
Provincial and Regional Councils for International Cooperation. Rooted
in communities across Canada, the ICN represents over 400 international
cooperation organizations committed to social justice, and functions as a national
forum to collaborate for improved effectiveness and identify common priorities
for collective action.
National Impact
As a direct result of the ICN’s collaborative research and advocacy capacity,
on May 9th, 2018, Global Affairs Canada announced a new five-year, $100
million pilot fund to support Canadian small and medium-sized organizations
(SMOs). The first and largest component was released in November through a
call for preliminary proposals focused on SMO impact. This fund comes after
almost three years of discussions between Global Affairs Canada and the ICN,
alongside our colleagues at the Canadian Council for International Cooperation,
to promote and provide evidence on the impact, efficiency, and needs of SMOs
in our sector. These conversations and consultations are ongoing, as the ICN
continues to advocate for the needs of our members across the country.
National Collaboration
In November, the ICN hosted the Public Engagement Catalyst Forum in Winnipeg,
a first of its kind, convening 66 experienced and new public engagement
specialists from 45 different organizations representing every region of the
country. Participants gathered to showcase and share ideas on innovative and
accessible ways to engage communities in social change, and strategize and
explore potential partnerships.
The ICN also launched a website where joint webinars, council updates, press
releases and research reports are made easily available, and where the ICN
learning platforms are housed, such as the Global Hive toolkit, as well as the
self-directed online companion course, Hive Mind: Engaging the Public for the
Greater Good. Explore it all at icn-rcc.ca.
.
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SCIC carries out a variety of public engagement events and activities to educate
Saskatchewan people about global issues, and to provide citizens of all ages with the
tools to engage in meaningful ways. In 2017-18, we undertook this work through
the following initiatives:

International Development Week (IDW)
Each February, SCIC and our members, partners, and supporters celebrate IDW by
highlighting positive stories of change, and the role that we all play in creating a
more just and peaceful world.
Training for Strategic
Creative Action,
Saskatoon, SK

Global Citizen Awards

ENGA

The major feature of International Development Week is the Global Citizen Awards.
These annual awards recognize outstanding local people for their dedication and
commitment to international development. 2018 marked the 28th annual awards,
where celebrations took place under the theme of “Partners for a Better World” and
recognized Dave Mitchell, Dr. Alaa Murabit, Abdullahi Nunow, Marcella Pedersen,
and Terri Sleeva.

Terri Sleeva (R) receiving
the 2017 Global Citizen
Award - Regina, SK

Beautiful Trouble / Beautiful Rising Partnership
Training for Strategic Creative Action
Over two days of energetic and creative conversations in Saskatoon, this training
took participants through an interactive exploration into what makes people power
effective, with opportunities to apply it directly to their cause or campaign.
SCIC was excited to be able to bring the Beautiful Trouble team to Saskatchewan as
a part of IDW. As a civil society organization, we’re working to connect and support
individuals and groups working for collective change. Providing spaces like this – to
share skills, build knowledge, and connect with individuals and groups working to
achieve more just, equitable and inclusive societies – is an essential part of this work.
Book Launches
We also co-hosted two very special creative book launch events with CommonWeal
Community Arts to unveil Beautiful Rising: Creative Resistance from the Global
South to Saskatchewan people. We were very honoured to be joined by the
international team of editors and contributors.
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Training for Strategic
Creative Action,
Saskatoon, SK
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AGEMENT

LookDeeper Campaign
Campaign wraps up 3rd year
Through LookDeeper, SCIC’s multi-year, multi-platform education and awareness
campaign, global citizenship themed poetry was accepted from across the province,
with four winning poems selected, workshopped, recorded and aired on radio stations
across Saskatchewan.
Following that, we produced billboard and social media campaigns to go along with
the inspiring radio ads and invited people to explore LookDeeper.ca, the educational
campaign website. Now in its third year, the campaign expanded once again into a
new format through the publication of a book of poetry.

Speak Up, Inspire Change: A Collection of Poems
from Saskatchewan’s Global Citizens
speak up The book includes poems submitted by Saskatchewan people
from the first phase of the campaign – the Speak Up, Inspire
Change poetry competition – as well as poems written by high
inspire
school students from Sheldon Collegiate in Regina. The student
change
poems were created through an inspiring spin-off project made
possible through collaboration between Kyla Wendell McIntyre,
Mindful Creative Writing teacher at Sheldon Collegiate and a
participant in the Speak Up Inspire Change competition, and
Cat Abenstein, a spoken word artist, and one of the competition’s winning poets.
� �� � � ����� � �� �� ����

��� � ������������ ’� � ����� ������� �
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When you read the book, you can also listen along to the winning poems at
LookDeeper.ca or stream through SoundCloud [soundcloud.com/SaskCIC/sets].
Contact us to get your free copy!
Visit LookDeeper.ca to listen to the poetic spots, read all the poems submitted, and to
explore beneath the surface.
Awards & Recognition
The creative team behind the radio campaign, Go Giraffe Go Writing and Design,
received a “Merit Award” for creative advertising excellence in the Prairie provinces at
the Anvil Awards in May 2017.
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Students of the Sheldon Collegiate
Mindful Creative Writing Class,
contributors to
Speak Up: Inspire Change,
Regina, SK

No Más II: Women
from South Sudan and
Canada on Healing and
Peace, Regina, SK

Other Events
In addition to these major campaigns, SCIC undertook several other public
engagement initiatives this year that focused on exploring the Sustainable
Development Goals, many of which were made possible through strong partnerships.
These included: a World Water Day event in Regina: “Access to Clean, Safe Water
for All”, two World Food Day events hosted with 19 partners: “Local Food = Global
Impact” in Regina and “Hungry for Home with Nettie Wiebe” in Saskatoon, and an
International Women’s Day event in Regina with 10 partners. We also worked in close
collaboration with two members - including hosting a fair trade reception for SCIC
members in partnership with Fair Trade Saskatoon, and serving as the on-the-ground
coordinating partner for KAIROS’ national speaking tour “No Más II: Women from
South Sudan on Healing and Peace” and their “Reconciliation in the Watershed”
Workshop tour in Regina.

Reconciliation in the
Watershed, Regina, SK
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EDUCATOR

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP
EDUCATION PROGRAM
SCIC’s Global Citizenship Education (GCE) program continued to reach new and
practicing teachers across the province this year through new and expanded training
and resources to support teaching from a global perspective. Major highlights
include:

Module Series Expansion:
In February, SCIC unveiled the 2nd Module in our Global Citizenship Education
Modules Series, Understanding Power and Privilege through Anti-Oppression.
This essential resource builds on the first module in the series, Transforming Charity
into Solidarity and Justice which was launched in 2015, but can also be used on its
own.
Module 2 was created to address the gap in resources that deal with power and
privilege, and that explore the complex global issues that humanity faces today
through the lens of anti-oppression, anti-racism, decolonization, root causes of
poverty, and environmental sustainability. The 10-lesson, 105-page module focuses
on increasing students’ understanding of how power and privilege impact people
differently, and on building students’ capacity to recognize, analyze and challenge
discrimination, and to work collectively in solidarity with people who are different
from themselves.
Both modules are available in French and English, and can be downloaded for free
from the SCIC website. The Saskatchewan Ministry of Education has also included
SCIC’s materials as resources on their curriculum website.

Sask Educators for Global Citizenship Network
SCIC works to support a thriving community of global citizenship education (GCE)
practitioners across the province. We did this by hosting the following training and
networking spaces for educators to share resources and opportunities to explore
teaching global justice issues and GCE concepts:
• SCIC facilitated workshops at two teacher conventions in Swift Current and
Regina.
• SCIC continues to facilitate the Sask Educators for Global Citizenship Facebook
group and Knowledge Hub to support those who have been engaging with Global
Citizenship Education to keep the conversation going.
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Educators for Solidarity
participants sharing
with Salvadoran
partners supported by
CoCoSI, Cabañas region,
El Salvador

Educators for Solidarity
participants learning
from Salvadoran
partners Maná Ojushte,
Izalco, Sonsonate, El
Salvador

Educators for Solidarity Initiative Takes Off
In the summer of 2017, eight future teachers from Saskatchewan departed for El Salvador
to learn about solidarity, health, gender, and education for global citizenship. But their
journey didn’t start there, and it didn’t end there.
Before they got on the plane, participants spent time learning about the resistance and
resilience of Métis and First Nations peoples of the Qu’Appelle valley in Saskatchewan,
and the responsibility of building local and global relationships that are rooted in mutual
understanding and responsibility.
When they returned, the participants continued learning and working together to share
the lessons they learned through presentations, stories, a documentary, and creating
classroom lessons to teach their future students and to share with other educators in the
province. Watch for those lessons in the next Global Citizenship Education Module in the
series to be released in 2018-19.

Short Documentary: Educators for Solidarity:
From Saskatchewan to El Salvador
This short documentary, which follows the participants throughout the program, was
created as a way for the participants to share their journey and to share the work of our
partners. The powerful and personal film can be screened for free through SCIC’s website
and YouTube page: youtube.com/SCICYouth.
This initiative was only made possible through close collaboration with our partners, the
Primate’s World Relief and Development Fund (PWRDF) in Canada, and the Committee
Against AIDS (CoCoSI) in El Salvador, with advisors and pre-departure training support
provided locally by the University of Regina Faculty of Education, the Saskatchewan Urban
Native Teacher Education Program (SUNTEP) and others.
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8 Years Strong

This energizing leadership camp brings together youth from across the province for
four days of networking, community-building and skills-sharing in order to equip
Saskatchewan’s young leaders with practical tools to make change in our local and
global communities. SCIC is so proud to celebrate eight years of partnering with the
Regina Public Interest Group (RPIRG) to host this transformative camp.
This year we were joined by inspiring local facilitators who helped us dive into topics
such as global inequality, connectivity and social change, anti-oppression, conflict
transformation, stencil-making, and theatre of the oppressed just to name a few. An
incredible 100% of participants told us that after Generating Momentum they felt
more confident in their ability to affect change, and 98% left the camp believing
that a more just and peaceful world is possible. On top of that, 97% felt that they
improved their skills for organizing, and 95% told us that their understanding of
global justice issues increased.

50

Participants

20

Sessions

19

Workshop
Facilitators
& Presenters

8

Team Time
Leaders

1

Elder-inResidence

1

Self-Care
Facilitator

What Participants are Saying After Generating Momentum:
100% felt more confident in their ability to affect change
98% left the camp believing that a more just and peaceful world is possible
97% felt that they improved their skills for organizing
95% told us that their understanding of global justice issues increased
“There is a supportive and dedicated community which is here to work together”
“I know I still have work to do but I have the tools to get there!”
“My favourite part was learning the stories of each leader and how their experiences
have shaped community movements.”
“My favourite part was everything! The sense of community, collaboration, and
communication was so inspiring. I feel empowered to work in my community for
change.”

awarenes

GENERATING MOMENTUM
YOUTH LEADERSHIP TRAINING CAMP

Public Engagement Small Projects
(PESP) Fund
The PESP Fund supports activities that engage Saskatchewan people as active
global citizens. The following member projects were supported in 2017-18:

Blue Sky Cultural Connections
Bringing awareness of the role and power of music education to foster
meaningful cultural connections, to build community, and to promote
progressive social change locally and globally.

Kairos

2,000

No Más II Tour
A seven-city, four-province tour by women human rights defenders from
South Sudan to share strategies to overcome physical, sexual, social and
economic violence.

Fair Trade Saskatoon

2,000

Fair Trade - Creating the World We Want to Live In
Engaging Saskatchewan people in understanding the benefits of fair trade
certification for small producers and workers in the global south such as safe
working conditions and fair wages, and the benefits to fair trade consumers
in the north.

National Farmers Union
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2,000

Convention Speaker Funding
Working in solidarity with family farmers locally and globally, promoting the
voices of farm women and empowering rural youth in order to achieve food
sovereignty in healthy, vibrant rural communities.

Global Heath Committee

1,000

Conference 2018 - Building Bridges: Steps Toward Health Equity
A conference to inform and engage people in addressing global health issues
and health inequalities including child and maternal health, Indigenous health,
human rights, and environmental health.

National Farmers Union

1,000

International Women’s Day - Press for Progress
Coming together in towns and cities across the province to celebrate the
achievements of women around the world, to collaborate on solutions to
achieve gender equity, and to call for change to advance the position of
women in leadership.

2

Artists-inResidence

2,000

Connecting the World through Music
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2018

Membership
Government of Saskatchewan
Global Affairs Canada
Other Income

3,300
359,035
9,405

Total Revenue

371,740

Expenditures (Unaudited)

2018

General Operations
Operational & Admin Expenses
Program Expenses
Member Projects (Public Engagement Fund)

276,651
118,527
10,924

Total Expenditures

406,102

Deficiency of Revenue over Expenditures

-34,362

finance

Revenues (Unaudited)

Statement of Financial Position
(Unaudited)
31-Mar-18
Assets
Current Assets
Investments
Capital Assets

208,430
79,244
2,498

Total Assets

290,172

Liabilities & Net Assets
Current Liabilities
Operating Fund
Severance Reserve Fund
Contingency Reserve Fund
Total Liabilities and Net Assets

96,427
(79,762)
64,219
209,288
290,172
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We connect people and organizations
to the information and ideas they need
to take meaningful actions, and to be
great global citizens.

For more information visit our website, join us on
Facebook, follow us on Twitter, or drop us a line.

P: 306.757.4669 F: 306.757.3226
2138 McIntyre Street, Regina, SK S4P 2R7
scic@earthbeat.sk.ca www.earthbeat.sk.ca
SaskCIC
@SaskCIC
scicyouth

